
The Picture of Florian Gray or the Fleur du Mal

In artist growing away from all the schemes predisposed for him by society develops a
true character. He might escape to the country and autoditactically develop his own
sensibility, following the classic muse and becoming most skillful. Years may pass by,
even  decades  and  the  results  and  the  growing  talent  becomes  most  visible  yet
something remains most burning. What is most burning for these sensitive flowers of
our technically driven societies is indifference. The organic beauty created by the artist
is too vulnerable and ridiculous under the spot lights of the very technological apparatus
unless these flowers themselves are placed in a technical container.

Florian the artist grew sick of the social indifference however what saved him was his
free and uneducated intellect able to transpose his aesthetic cultivation into other non-
traditional  forms and medium. Soon Florian attracts  the attention of  society at  last,
however  not  so  much  for  the  aesthetic  challenge  he  has  accomplished  but  for  an
incidental political message black circuiting the societal telecommunication. It is right in
this message that Florian will now dwell, exhausting himself and his aesthetic, dispersing
is soul in the creations of flowers of evil simply responding on the inner phobias and
obsession of the general public, playing only with their indignation, the only sense left to
artists to arise.

The more society establishes itself in its technologies, the more the artist is required to
commit a higher sacrifice in order to attempt to bring back a certain sensibility far away
from the easily arose level  of  indignation.  The pure artist shall  thus seek to erect a
spiritual pyramid stretching through the temporal and spatial framework opened up by
the very technology. Only through this great sacrifice a glimpse of hope may occur and
the spiritual sensibility of his fellow humans might be arose.... an arising that becomes
the only way for universal healing.  


